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Memories of Julian Burke
By Dana Gabbard Apr 3, 2013 1 COMMENT

udos to the Los Angeles Times for its excellent obituary memorializing former Metro
CEO Julian Burke. 
His tenure was during the period when I actually attended Metro Board meetings.

These days I �gure between Steve Hymon of The Source, Laura Nelson of the Los Angeles
Times and our own Damien Newton you don’t have to attend to know the scuttlebutt about
what happened. Albeit I do read selected staff reports for agenda items to educate myself.

The Times doesn’t exaggerate when it describes the
turmoil that Burke found when he was recruited to head
Metro. Multiple “recovery plans” for the dysfunctional
budget had gotten thumbs down from the feds. Land had
been condemned for the east-side extension of the Red
Line but the agency had no money to build it. Then Los
Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan had labored mightily to
recruit a new head for the troubled agency only to be
frustrated at several turn downs including the amazing
case of the thin skinned New York transit of�cial.

The L.A. Times coverage by Richard Simon of this surreal situation includes hilarious quotes
by L.A. County Supervisors Zev Yaroslavsky and Michael Antonovich — I guess they needed
to laugh to forestall crying in frustration at the seemingly endless search for a new Metro
CEO after the previous CEO, Joe Drew, quit in disgust in response to back stabbing sniping
remarks by Board members appearing in the press. And note Simon con�rms Burke was
supposed to be a temporary �ll-in; he ended up serving 4 years.

A high point of the Burke era is when he was able to �nd 20 new buses to expand the �eet as
I have written about previously. But what I didn’t mention in my previous coverage is Burke
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announced this at a Metro Board meeting, describing the extraordinary circumstances under
which staff had found new equipment without the long wait that ordering from transit bus
manufacturers usually entails. The Board received this news without comment, not even a
simple thank you. So I used my public comment later in the meeting to express appreciation
on behalf of the bus riders for what Mr. Burke had done. I think he smiled in response.
Frankly it just felt like the right thing to do.

A low point was when Burke was persuaded the Metro Library was expendable and zeroed
out its budget (as I mentioned in recent comments to The Source

Via heroic efforts by myself along with other concerned activists, Metro staff and the Federal
Transit Administration Mr. Burke at the budget meeting mentioned in the Los Angeles
Times article linked to above declared he was now aware the collection was valuable and six
months for operating the Library were included in the budget while a search was conducted
to �nd a suitable institution to donate it to. Burke said this while looking straight at me. He
knew I had been behind the scenes raising cain to save the Library. The “search” was a face
saving gesture and I was con�dent that in six months quietly the budget would be extended
for the Library and talk of closing it was over. As indeed happened. Activist John Walsh even
said as much after the meeting, declaring “the library has been saved”. I have since heard
that the federal agency displeasure at the proposal was the deciding factor in the last minute
sea change on Burke’s part. Maybe he worried that they couldn’t risk any discord in their
relationship with the FTA, a valued funding partner for the rail construction program via
New Starts.

Burke in 2001 announced plans to step down. He had done what he was recruited to do and
felt now what the agency needed was not a �scal expert but someone expert in transit
agency administration. That resulted in Roger Snoble coming aboard.

After that I met Mr. Burke one last time, in 2005 at the dedication of the initial segment of
the Orange Line. He was there because the project was initiated during his tenure. Note his
quote in the Metro press release: “It’s just terri�c; it’s so beautiful. The project is much
better than I had ever envisioned it. It’s just wonderful.” BTW Alan Lipsky, Burke’s right
hand man, was also at the event. And I was glad it gave me an opportunity to thank both of
them for their efforts that saved the agency from a �scal meltdown. Mr. Burke smiled at my
praise because he knew I truly meant it and was doing it on behalf of all the riders who
bene�t from the projects he saved from cancellation (including MOS 3 of the Red Line,
Hollywood to North Hollywood).
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Farewell, Mr. Burke. You did good!

(I have invited Kymberleigh Richards, who actually engaged with Mr. Burke one-on-one
more than I did, to make comments to this post sharing her perspectives and memories of an
extraordinary man; they should appear within an hour or so of my post appearing)
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Sorry that "an hour or so" turned into "three days" but time-management hasn't been one of my
strong suits in recent weeks.

I liked Julian Burke. Granted, he wasn't a "transit guy" but he was the right person for the job at
the time, for the reasons Dana outlined. Bringing him in may well be one of the best things
Richard Riordan did during his tenure on the Metro Board.

One must remember that Metro, created by a merger of the old RTD and the L.A. County
Transportation Commission, had a tumultuous first four or five years of existence. The new
agency inherited not only the project list that LACTC had put in motion but also the responsibility
for providing the majority of public transit service for the region. As a result, staff members of the
new agency were loyal only to their previous responsibilities, and there was as much in-fighting
among planners as there was among the Metro Board members. The splitting off of the eastern
San Gabriel Valley into Foothill Transit, orchestrated by former County Supervisor (and LACTC
commissioner) Pete Schabarum, added polarization to an already difficult situation. Julian
brought order back into this chaos by essentially declaring that, since he was freezing all
projects not presently under construction, the former LACTC staffers were going to have to "play
nice" with the former RTD staffers if they were going to survive.
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The True Story of Metro’s Last Diesel Bus
By Dana Gabbard | Feb 21, 2012

You may have noticed all the hullabaloo Metro made in January 2011 about retiring the last diesel buses

in its �eet. Metro even gave the �nal bus a new paint job before it was ceremoniously towed away at the

press event. Actually this was a bit mis-leading because some of the contractors that run selected […]
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Villaraigosa Frets That Service Cuts Will Cause More Crime
By Damien Newton | Mar 27, 2008

Mayor Villaraigosa Discusses Metro Expansion at January’s Move LA Conference Reacting to a "deluge of

constituent concerns about these service cuts," Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa declared himself

not ready to vote on the proposed "service modi�cations" at Metro’s Board Meeting earlier today. The

Metro Board is currently scheduled to vote on over 370,000 hours […]

Metro Imagines More Buses Running on Time
By Damien Newton | Jun 19, 2008

Street Art on Melrose Ave. Tired of waiting for buses that seemingly never show up on time? Do you get

doubly frustrated when after waiting for an eternity, two buses show up within moments of each other?

Well, the Metro Board feels your pain. In May, Metro conducted a survey of the largest transit operators

[…]

Turnstiles Needed to Protect Us From Terrorists
By Damien Newton | Feb 28, 2008

Why Does Metro Need Turnstiles? 9-11, 9-11 and 9-11 When I moved to Los Angeles, I thought that my

days of hearing unpopular proposals justi�ed by invoking 9-11 were over. Yet, there were two members

of the Metro Board and Metro CEO Roger Snobel using the Global War on Terror and 9-11 as reason for

[…]
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AQMD Chair William Burke Speaks Against Transit (Updated 12/15)
By Joe Linton | Dec 13, 2019

Should someone with Burke's negativity toward transit really be chairing a body charged with improving

Southern California air quality?

Ridley-Thomas Introduces Congestion Pricing Legislation
By Damien Newton | Oct 2, 2008

Locked in a tight battle for the Board of Supervisors seat held by Yvonne Burke with City Councilman

Bernard Parks, State Senator Mark Ridley Thomas may have taken a risk by introducing S. 1422, the

enabling legislation that will allow Metro to move forward with it’s plan to bring congestion pricing to

Los Angeles. While […]
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